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1. Introduction

The perturbation theory of isolated eigenvalues is an old and common tool in
physical investigations. Up to now, however, the perturbation theory of eigenvalues
embedded into a continuous spectrum has received hardly any attention in the physics
literature. There are two reasons for this : in the theory of unstable particles and theory
of the emission of the light, where the role of embedded eigenvalues was realized, the
problem was either buried in a difficult physical context or appeared too simple in
exactly solvable models, while it was largely ignored in the rest of quantum physics,
which is a main consumer of perturbation theory. And, secondly, this theory has been

developed only in the last few years and even some ofthe principal questions have not
yet been completed.

The aim of this paper is to develop the mathematical tools of this theory ; a
detailed discussion of the most important applications will be given in the following.

We shall now describe major physical situations where the problem of the
perturbation ofeigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum plays a central role.
We begin with a class of important problems which have similar structure : decay of
elementary particles, emission ofphotons by atoms, open systems. We will distinguish
between two kinds of models corresponding to these problems : spectral models and
physical models. The former are constructed on the basis of known results and the
latter on the basis of physical principles.

In the spectral models ofthe physical problems listed above, the physical system is

regarded as a system with many possible states some of which are associated with
discrete spectrum, and others with continuous spectrum ; these states interact with each
other4). The desired physical result is the decay of discrete states into the continuum.

') Work supported in part by the U.S.-Israël Binational Science Foundation (BSF), Jerusalem, Israël.
2) This work was completed while the first author was Visiting Professor at the Département de Physique

Théorique, Université de Genève, Switzerland.
3) Present address of the second author : ETH Institut für Theoretische Physik, Hönggerberg, CH-8093

Zürich, Switzerland.
4) States are said to interact if the perturbation operator has non-vanishing matrix elements between them.
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Mathematical analysis tells us that this can occur in either of the two following cases :

The discrete eigenvalues are separated from the continuous spectrum and the
interaction is rather strong, or the discrete eigenvalues are embedded into the
continuum and the interaction is not necessarily strong. If one wants to consider
interactions which are or can be very weak, then only the second possibility remains.
We now proceed to describe the physical models. Fortunately, in the problems listed
above, they can be reduced to the same structure as the corresponding spectral models.

Suppose that we have a system of m species, each one with its Fock Space F,,
Hamiltonian Ht, and momentum Ph and that the momenta are constants of motion
for these species:

lPhHi]=0. (1.1)

The Hilbert space for the whole system is

m

F= ® Ft,
i=l

the Hamiltonian of the compound system is

H0 YdI,®---®Hi®---®Im (1.2)

and the total momentum is

P l]I,®---®Pi®---®Im. (1.3)
i

Suppose, furthermore, that some of the one-particle states are generalized eigenfunctions

of H0. Because of (1.1), they become ordinary eigenfunctions after removal of
the center of mass motion5). Note that the corresponding eigenvalues are, in general,
imbedded into the continuous spectrum of H„ with center of mass motion removed
(this continuous spectrum corresponds to multiparticle states).

Consider a perturbation ofthe compound system by a self-adjoint operator Fon
F which commutes with P, such that H H0 + V is also self-adjoint. V either
annihilates one-particle eigenstates of H0, mixes them with some constant coefficients,
or maps them into states which are not spanned by the vacuum and the one particle
eigenstates.

In the first two cases, H has the same one-particle eigenspaces as H0. In the last
case, already in this general setting, we have the problem ofperturbation of eigenvalues
imbedded into the continuous spectrum.

5) Theremovalofthecenterofmassmotioncorrespondstotherestrictionintotheinvariantsubspacesinthe
representation of F as a direct integral

F= \®Fpdp

withrespect to theoperator P. Sinceallofthefj,are triviallyisomorphictoeachother,it suffices toconsider
the restriction to F0, the subspace which is annihilated by P.
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1.1. Decay model

In order to obtain the decay model, we make this rather general situation more
specific as follows: we will say that the system (H0, H), as defined above, is a decay
system if

(i) at least one one-particle eigenstate is mapped by V into a state which is not
spanned by the vacuum and the one-particle eigenstates

(ii) the minimal subspace of F invariant with respect to H, and containing a one-
particle eigenstate of H0 of the type described in (i), does not contain any other states
with the same kind of particles.

Naturally, when one studies the decay of unstable particles which are in our case
the one-particle eigenstates described in (i), it is sufficient to consider the problem in
this minimal invariant subspace. Often this subspace and the restriction ofH onto it are
much simpler than the original space F and the operator H.

Ifwe restrict all operators into this invariant subspace and then remove the center-
of-mass motion, we complete the setting ofthe framework in which the decay problem
may be stated.

1.2. Decay problem

Denote by Jf the invariant subspace described above, with center of mass motion
removed, and by H the restriction of H on Pf. The decay problem is then stated as an
initial value problem for the Schrödinger equation

idÌ m a.4)
ct

with data \p(o) an exact discrete eigenstate (one ofthe one-particle states in the center of
mass frame as described previously). The main quantity of interest is the probability,
P(t) |(iMo), e~"" H°))\ 2> for the unstable particle to be undecayed at the time t. By a

system ofparticles, we will understand the pair, the space and the evolution operator ; a

one parameter semi-group of unitary operators, U(t), will correspond to a system of
stable particles and a positive function of contraction, Z(t) (i.e. ||Z(f)|| < 1), will
correspond to a system of unstable particles. We define the system of unstable particles
in the model under consideration as the pair (PPf, P e~'H'P), where P is the projection
operator on the one particle eigenspace6), and the system of decay products as the pair
(Pjf, e-iPHPt), where P I-P.

1.3. Emission ofphotons by an atom

Slightly modifying the previous definitions, we can obtain descriptions of
completely different physical phenomena. Let one of the species in the previous

6 Note that by Sz-Nagy theorem [ 17] any positive definite family {Z(t)} ofoperators in a Hilbert space Jf,
with Z(0) / can be extended to a unitary group U(t) in a bigger Hilbert space Jf => Jf and this
unitary extension can be chosen in such a way that Z(t) PU(t) \ PM-, where P is a projection in Jvf
with the range.X.
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paragraph be described by the usual quantum mechanical Hilbert space JP0 and
Hamiltonian h, which has bound states after removal of the center of mass motion.

The restriction (i) and (ii) of the decay model should be replaced by :

(i') all bound states except the ground state are destroyed by V
(ii') a minimal invariant subspace of F does not contain, in the tensor product,

states in Jf„ of higher energy than in the initial bound state, or those forbidden by
selection rules (conservation laws).

This model may describe the emission of radiation by an atom (with Hamiltonian
h). The various excited bound states ofthe atom in Pf0 multiplied by the vacuum state
of the Fock space of the photon field play the role of one particle eigenstates of the
decay model, and their decay corresponds to emission of photons by the atom. The
invariant subspace generated by such states includes lower bound states in #f0 in
tensor product with non-vacuum states of the photon Fock space.

Remark. By a further small modification, the model for emission of radiation by
an atom can be altered to describe emission of radiation and phonons by carriers in
bound (localized) states in a crystal. In this case, (ii') is modified to include the part of
the continuous spectrum of h' (Hamiltonian of charged carrier in the crystal) which lies
below the initial bound state in PC0 (Hilbert space for the charged carrier-crystal
system). We have in this example, assumed in infinite crystal so that the allowed bands
in the spectrum of h' are continuous, and the initial bound state corresponds to a trap
level between the bands (due to some impurity). The invariant subspace may include
other bound states in tensor product with non-vacuum states ofthe product of photon
and phonon Fock spaces of the type allowed in (ii').

1.4. Open systems

The formulation of simple models of open systems which led to the problem of
perturbation of eigenvalues imbedded into a continuous spectrum can be found in
[13].

7.5. Resonance scattering

One can use the decay model as it is described above as a framework for the
statement ofthe resonance scattering problem. In discussing this application, we shall
restrict ourselves here to heuristic remarks.

Since the operator of coupling between the unstable particles and decay products
is self-adjoint the evolution ofthe decay system contains also the process, inverse to the
decay-creation of unstable particles in collision of decay products. The created
particles decay then into the decay products again. Thus, one has in this model the
scattering, which can be described in terms of creation and annihilation of unstable
particles. If the life-times ofthe unstable particles is large enough, the scattering has a
resonance character. As was noted above the motion ofthe decay products is described
by the Hamiltonian PHP (on the space PH). Hence_we come to the scattering problem
for the pair (PHP, H). The scattering matrix S(PHP, H) for this pair can be written as

SX(PHP, H) (k\VP(H -(X + iO)iylPV\P), (1.5)
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where <À| are the corresponding generalized eigenstates of PHP and

V PHP + PHP. (1.6)

Recall that in our interpretation P(H — zi) ~ lP is a propagator for the motion of the
unstable particles. Formula (1.5) justifies the heuristic interpretation ofthe scattering
in the decay model as a creation and annihilation of unstable particles.

One can also consider the scattering problem for the pair (H0P, H), where H0
H0\ X and H0P is a_Hamiltonian ofthe free motion ofthe decay products. In this

case the scattering in (PHP, H) is the part, responsible for the resonance behaviour.
This_can be rigorously justified using the representation of the scattering matrix for
(H0P H) through the scattering matrix for (PHP, H) and the wave operators for
(H0P, PHP).

The problem described above is a special case of a more general situation when
one considers the scattering problems of a pair of operators (H0, H) and there is
another operator Hx with a point spectrum embedded into the continuous one such
that H — Hx can be considered as a perturbation of Hx, and Hy — H0 of H0. Then one
can repress the .S-matrix of the pair (H0, H) through the S-matrix for the pair
(Hx P, H), where P is the projection into the subspace of Pf corresponding to the
continuous spectrum of Hx.

Examples, (i) Nonleptonic uncharged K meson decay. The minimal subspace of
principal interest is spanned by A'0, K°—one particle states multiplied by the vacuum
of the n meson field—and the three n meson states and two n meson states each

multiplied by the vacuum of the K meson field. This system, with center of mass
removed, has a bound state (A^-meson) of multiplicity two, embedded in a continuous
spectrum (n meson final states), of multiplicity two, which corresponds to the minimal
subspace of F invariant with respect to H. The model describes the decay of K°, K°
mesons into the 2n and 3n mesons states [2].

(ii) Resonant scattering. Pion proton scattering is characterized by a strong
resonant behavior at about 1238 MeV in the center of mass system. The incident n
meson-proton state, in this description, is converted by the interaction into the
unstable particle, which then decays to the final n meson-proton state. The decay
model can serve as a framework for this problem if one makes the obvious
identifications (see also the previous example).

The problem ofperturbation ofeigenvalues embedded into a continuous spectrum
occurs also in ordinary quantum mechanics.

(i) If an unperturbed Schrödinger operator admits a symmetry group then its
spectrum is composed of the spectra of its parts on the invariant subspaces
corresponding to the different types of irreducible representations of this group and
isolated eigenvalues of one type of symmetry can occur on the continuous spectrum of
another type [14], [15]. If a perturbation breaks the symmetry ofthe unperturbed
system and one is interested in the fate ofthe eigenvalues mentioned above, he comes to
the problem of perturbation of eigenvalues embedded into a continuum.

(ii) One meets a similar situation when one considers perturbation of a

Hamiltonian which conserves particle number by an interaction which does not
preserve the number of particles. In this case eigenvalues of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian are always embedded into its continuous spectrum.

(iii) As was noted in [12] if one drops some interactions between electrons in an
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atom (for example, the interaction between electrons in helium) one can obtain a
Hamiltonian with eigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum.

In all the cases considered above we have the mathematical problem of the
perturbation of eigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum. What happens to
these eigenvalues under a perturbation? As will be shown later, their multiplicities
decrease (multiplicity zero means that there is no longer an eigenvalue). To follow the
fate of these eigenvalues it is natural to consider an analytic continuation of the
resolvent matrix elements into the second Riemann sheet in a neighborhood of the
poles corresponding to the immersed eigenvalues. We shall show that the main results
of the perturbation theory of the isolated poles of a resolvent are true for these also.
However, some of them, or of their branches (split poles developed from degenerate
eigenvalues of the unperturbed Hamiltonian) leave the real axis for the second sheet.
They are no longer poles of the resolvent, but of some analytic function which is an
analytic continuation (in which sense will be stated later) of the resolvent across the
continuous spectrum, and therefore they are not eigenvalues of the operator. They
manifest themselves in the perturbed operator through peaks in the concentration of
the continuous spectrum near the disappeared eigenvalues.

These complex poles turn out to be responsible for the characteristic behaviour of
the corresponding physical models (resonance effects in scattering, the behavior of
unstable particles in the decay model, the approach to equilibrium in models of open
systems, for example).

Much effort has been made by physicists to give a physical meaning for the
complex poles of an analytic continuation of the resolvent into the second Riemann
sheet. However, as the simple but characteristic mathematical model of a self-adjoint
operator, the operator of multiplication by an independent variable in L2(— oo, oo),
shows, the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator can in general have an analytic
continuation through the continuous spectrum of the operator only in the sense of a

sesquilinear form, and thus continuation depends on the choice of the form (i.e., the
domain in Pf x pf of the form (R(z)f cp)).

If the sesquilinear forms for the resolvents ofthe perturbed Hand the unperturbed
H0 operators have the same domain and can be analytically continued into the second
sheet, then the poles of the perturbed sesquilinear form which are not generated by the
poles of the unperturbed one are obviously characteristic for the perturbation.
However, in contrast to the real poles which are eigenvalues of H and are uniquely
derived from H, they are connected with the pair (H0, H) rather than with the single
operator H.7 We shall show that these additional poles do not depend on the choice of
the domain of the sesquilinear form.

The statement of the decay problem shows another way to find the desired
complex poles. In the decay problem, as mentioned above, one is interested in the
behavior of P e~'Hl P for large t. This corresponds to a description ofthe singularities
of the Fourier transform P(H — z)~lP of 9(t)P e~'Hl P. If we have a finite number of
unstable particles, then dim P < oo and P(H - z)~1P has, therefore, a unique
continuation in the second Riemann sheet (as an operator in a finite dimensional space
PPf The complex poles of this continuation coincide with the additional complex
poles of an analytic continuation ofthe perturbed sesquilinear form discussed above.

7) It was pointed out in [12] that the resonances should be assigned to the operator H with some
additional structure specified.
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This is proved by expressing the whole resolvent (H — zi)"1 through its restriction
P(H-z)~lP on PM.

Note that, using the analytic continuation of PR(z)P, one can approximate
Pe ,H'P for intermediate times as follows (pole approximation)

1 fPem P --— (> e~iz' P(H -zp'PdzxY e^'r,, (1.7)
271/ J j

dm

where ri are the residues of - P(H — z)~1P, and z; are the pole positions, in the lower
half plane.

The natural question arises here, whether the analytic continuation of the
resolvent across the continuous spectrum can be connected with the resolvent of some
operator. The rather general situation when the answer is positive is described in [18].
We describe here one special case of it. Let there exist an operator B and a domain D in
JP such that

D c D(H) n D(B), HD c D(B),

KeiB {feD(B),Bf=0} {0}.

Then

(H-zI)-1 =B1(BHB~i -zI)~lB on (H - zI)D (1.9)

for z e p(H) n p(BHB "1), where the operator BHB ~1 can be defined on the domain
BD. Thus one can continue (H — zl)~l analytically as the sesquilinear form

((H-zFY'fcp), f(peD(B)xD(B-1*) (1.10)

from, say C+ into p(BHB~Y- If
p(BHB~1)nac(H)P<P (1.11)

then this continuation is nontrivial and can be performed through p(BHB ~1 n oc(H)
into the corresponding singly connected pieces of the region p(BHB ~1 n <£ ~ on the
second Riemann sheet. The obtained continuation is equal to the sesquilinear form for
the resolvent ofthe operator BHB'1;

((H - ziylf <p)n ((BHB'1 - zI)-lBf B*~x(p) (1.12)

We realize this general construction in the present paper utilizing the earlier Combes
idea of the rotation of essential spectrum [18, 19].

As was mentioned above, the continuous spectrum of H near the disappeared
eigenvalue of H0 (more precisely near the shifted value that one finds applying formally
the perturbation theory and keeping only the first order) is highly 'concentrated'. In
mathematical papers which deal with abstract operators this effect is described by the
asymptotic properties ofthe resolution of identity E(X), for H as H — H0 —> 0 [20,6, 9,
11]. Justifying the intuitive picture ofthe effect this way does not introduce, however, a
constructive notion of the spectral concentration. In this paper we will not study the
spectral concentration in the sense of [20]. In partial compensation, we give here a

rough idea what happens to the continuous spectrum of H0 under perturbation when
eigenvalues of H0 disappear.

We describe the behaviour ofó(H — X) near Re z;, where zs is a pole of an analytic
continuation, (PR(z)P)u, of PR(z)P, z eC1, into the second Riemann sheet. Using the
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equation

Ô(H - X) -î- [_R(X - io) - R(X + io)] (1.13)
2ni

and the representation of R(z) through PR(z)P (see equation (3.25)) we express Ò(H

- X) - P ò(H - X)P in terms of PR(X + io)P and PR0(X ± io)P. In particular this
formula contains the factor P S(H — X)P. Now we compute the main part of the
contribution by this factor.

As it will be shown in Section 5, the main term in (PR(z)P)n, when z is close to the
pole Zj is

(PR(z)P)n ~ -Qd—, (1.14)
z}-z

where the operator Q, satisfies

Qj - Qt o(g2Qj) (1.15)

and we have introduced the coupling constant g:H H0 + gV. Recall that

(PR(X - io)Pf PR(X + io)P (1.16)

Hence the principal part of P ô(H — XI)P, when X ~ Re z,, which contributes in b(H
— XI)PC, is up to terms of the second order in g

PÒ(H-XF)P~ l™ZìQ>
(1.17)

n\z; - X\

Therefore, the difference between ò(H — X) and ô(H0 — X)P for X near Re z, is,
essentially, proportional to the factor [(Rez, — X)2 + (Imz})2]~1.

In the conclusion of the introduction we make some literary remarks. The theory
ofperturbation ofeigenvalues embedded into a continuous spectrum has its roots in the
classical Friedrichs paper [1], where the simple model ofperturbation of an eigenvalue
immersed into a continuum was introduced and the disappearance of this eigenvalue
under perturbation was shown.

The original Friedrichs model was applied formally to various physical problems.
The most general approach stimulated by the decay and resonance scattering

problem was given in [2]. The method ofthe study ofthe analytic continuation ofthe
operator (P(H — zip1 \ PW.)~l (where Pis the projection operator on the eigenspace
of the point spectrum of H0 immersed into the continuous one) into the second
Riemann sheet, was proposed in [2] for the investigation ofthe behavior of embedded
eigenvalues under perturbation.

The theory ofthe perturbation ofeigenvalues embedded into continuous spectrum
as a mathematical theory was initiated by J. S. Howland [3-8], where the important
results of perturbation theory were found for finite rank or compact perturbation. The
most general results were obtained by M. Baumgärtel and J. S. Howland [9-11] where
a perturbation may be in principal unbounded. The condition imposed in these papers
on operators, for the developed methods to be applicable, are implicit. Some questions
ofthe perturbation theory of embedded eigenvalues were developed by B. Simon [12]
for the case of multiparticle Schrödinger operators with dilatation analytic potentials.
The present paper supplements the results of [9, ll].8)

s) In fact, the manuscript of this paper was ready before the appearance of articles [9, 11].
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We describe some classes of operators for which the theory developed in [9, 11]
can be applied, i.e. the operator valued function (P(H(g) - zl)~l \ Pjf)~l, where H(g)
is a family of operators under investigation and P is the projection operator in #f on
the eigenspace corresponding to a finite system, ap, of eigenvalues of H(0) immersed
into ac(H(0)), has an analytic continuation into (a neighborhood of ap) x (a
neighborhood of 0). We construct explicitly this continuation and show that the poles
of this analytic continuation are semisimple (i.e. ofthe first order). We show also that
the multiplicities of eigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum decrease, in
general, under perturbation.

2. Mathematical preliminaries

2.1 Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space #f. As usual
D(A), R(A), <j(A) and p(A) are its domain, range, spectrum and resolvent set,
respectively. The spectrum, o(A), is divided into the three following parts : the absolute
continuous, crac04), the singular continuous, asc.G4), and the point ap(A), spectrum.
The Hilbert space, Pf, is divided into the three corresponding parts, Jfac, ^fsc and 2ffp,
with respect to this decomposition, Aac will denote the restriction of A to Jfac. Let
R(z, A) (A — zi)"1. We define the following positive function

3e(A - XI) —- [R(X + ie, A)- R(X - ie, A)]
2ni

-R(X + ie, A)R(X - ie, A) (2.1)
%

On the absolute continuous subspace Pf^ c ; this operator valued function has a weak
limit as e J.0

ô(A^ - A/,c w - lim ôe(A - XI) | ,„, (2.2)
4o

which is a weakly integrable function of X e IR, where /a c
is identity operator in Jfa c.

We will use the theorem about the spectral representation ofself-adjoint operators
in the following form :

Theorem. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space Pf. Fhere are measures
Pi on Rj, and Hilbert spaces X{, where i runs through a countable index set I, and a unitary
operator U from Jf into

JP=® L2(IR. Pi, Xi),
iel

where L2(IR, p, X,) is space of all p measurable X-valued functions with finite norm
[ III f(x) III dp(x)]l/2, such that A is unitary equivalent to the operator ofmultiplication on
the independent variable on $;

A U*ÂU

Âf={xfi(x),iel} (2.3)
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where

f= {f, iel} e D(Â) j/e X, £ \x\2\\fix)\\2x. dpt(x) < oo j- (2.4)

Let Xac be the absolute continuous subspace ofPf with respect to the operator A andAäC
is the restriction of A to Xat.. Note that Jfa c UX^.. Pf^. can be realized as

® L2(Ai, Xi)
iel

where At's are Borei subsets of IR and L2(A, X) L2(A, dx, X). dx is the Lebesgue
measure on IR.

We restrict ourselves by the

Condition. The singular continuous spectrum of A is the empty set.

The resolvent, Pac.(z, Â), of Â„c has the form

*,c.(z, Â)f {(x - z)- lfi(x), i e I}, (2.5)

where

f={f,iel} e .#,,
It has an analytic continuation through the continuous spectrum into the second
Riemann sheet only in the sense of a sesquilinear form. Now we construct this
continuation. Let Q be a domain in the lower^complex semiplane C " such that d£l n IR
contains an open set. We define jd(Q) {fe ^ac ,/jWbnnR is analytic and has an
analytic continuation into Q V/ e /}.

Then for any/, tp* e sf(ÇÏ) one can define an analytic continuation of the form

(jRa, (z, Â)f <j>)

from <C+ into Q by
def. def.

(RllJz, Â)f q>) (*,,(z, À)f tpT

(jRac (z, Â)f cp) + 2ni X fi(z)cpT(z), e ", (2-6)
tèi

where f(z) and (pt(z), iel, are the analytic functions in Q with values equal to/;(x) and
(pi(x), respectively on ÔQ, n IR. This expression can be written symbolically as

RSJ.Z, Â) R^(z, Â) + 2ni ô(z, Â), (2.7)

where ô(z, A denotes the following sesquilinear form

(o(z,Â)f,<p)=Y,fi(z)(Pi(z)*, f,q>esî(ÇL) - (2.8)
iel

_
Since the restriction ofthe resolvent ofÂ onto the point subspace, jfep with respect

to A, is an analytic operator function with the exception of poles at the eigenvalues of
A, we have for the full resolvent

Rn(z, Â) R(z, Â) + 2%i b(z, i)Pac, (2.9)

where Pa c is the projection operator on $ with the range ,#a,c..
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In order to translate this description in terms of the operator A one should
properly apply the unitary operator U. This gives the following definitions

sd(Q) U*(j/(Q) 0 JPP) (2.10)

o(z,A)=U*ô(z,Â)P^U (2.11)

Rn(z, A) R(z, A) + Ini ô(z, A) (2.12)

Obviously, if one replaces in the definition of s/(Q) the requirement of analyticity by
the condition of meromorphicity one can get any desired poles for the analytic
continuation Rn(z, A).

2.2 Now we describe another way of obtaining an analytic continuation of the
resolvent through the continuous spectrum. To get this we need an additional
restriction on the operator A :

Condition. The Borei subsets At in the spectral representation for A are semiaxes of
the form

A; [Et, + oo), Ei e IR, i e I
We define the unitary operator ofthe dilatation ofthe continuous spectrum ofA :

(Û(9)f)i(x) e-<»2(PaJ)i(Ei + (x-Ei)e-<)), 9eVL,fePf, (2.13)

and

U(9) PP+U*Û(9)U (2.14)

where Pp I — PRC is the projection operator into the point subspace JPp. One can
then define the family of the unitary equivalent operators as

A(9)= U(9)AU(9)~l (2.15)

This definition implies

A(9) U*Â(9)U, (2.16)

where

Â(9) ÂPp + IÊ+(Â-Ê) e-0]PiC

Ê{fi,ieI} {Eifi,ieI} (2.17)

Thus A(9) has obviously an analytic continuation into the whole complex plane of 9

and

ats{A(9)) aax(A(0)) =U{Ei + e""^},
iE I

ap(A(9)) ap(A)

ad(A(9)) ap(A)\(ap(A) n {Et}) (2.18)

The space of analytic in a complex strip
2Z {zeÇ, |Im z\ < a}

vectors for the group U(9), 9 e IR, is defined as D(ZA {fe Pf, U(9)f 9 e R, has an
analytic continuation from IR into the complex strip £}
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The right side of the identity

(R(z, A)f<p) ((A(9) -zip1 U(9)f, U(9)q>), 9 e IR, z e Ç +, (2.19)

has an analytic continuation into a complex strip E for any pair /, cp e DÇL) :

(R(z,A)fcp) ((A(9)-ziriV(9)f,U(W)cp), 0eE, ze€+ (2.20)

However the right side of this equality for any fixed nonreal 9 e E is analytic in
z e p(A(9)) (by (2.18), p(A(9)) 3 Ç+ for Im 9 < 0) and therefore this equality can be
used for an analytic continuation of (R(z, A)fi cp), z e Ç +, into the lower semiplane (of
the second Riemann sheet), namely, into the domain

Ge p(A(9)) ^Ç- {zeÇYzi\J(Ei + BY e'*)} (2.21)
i

Note that

U(9yl(A(9)-ziy1U(9)P R(z, A) for 9 el., Im 0 # 0, zeGe, (2.22)

where

Gg <CYU {Ei + e-eWr}, 9e<£T.
iel

2.3. Proposition. Let V be an A-compact9) operator and V(9) U(9)VU(9y1,
9 e IR, have an A-compact analytic continuation into the complex strip E, then

(i) Fhe operator

B(9) A(9) + V(9) U(9)BU(9)-\ B A+V (2.23)

has an analytic extension from IR into E
(ii) Fhe following relations hold:

<jcs(B(9)) cra,,(i?(0)) <T3JA(9)), 9 e E,

<jd(B(9)) n (Ç + u IR) ap(B)\(ap(B) n {Et}) (2.24)

The proof of this proposition is trivial. This proposition implies

2.4. Proposition. Let the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 be satisfied. Fhen (a) the
function

F(z,fi cp) (R(z, B)f (p)\/f cp e jD(E) (2.25)

has an analytic continuation, Fl,(z,fi q>), in z across (j.äc(A)from the upper semiplane, C +

into the domain Ge; (b)Fu(z,fi cp) has poles in Ge at the values ofad(B(9)); (c)Fu(z,fi cp)

can be represented as

Fn(z,ficp) ((B(9)-zl)-1U(9)fiU(¥)<p), 9e2Z,zeGe (2.26)

') Compact from D(A) to Jf. (Scalar product in D(A), (f, tp)D (Af, A<p) + (fi <p)).
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Proof, (i). U(9), 9 e IR, are unitary operators in Jf. Hence

((B - z)- 'fi cp) ((B(9) -zy1 U(9)fi U(9)cp), 9eW..Vfi(pePf. (2.27)

(ii) If Im z > 0 and fitpe D(L) the right side of this equality has an analytical
extension in 9 from IR to the complex strip.

(iii) The resolvent (B(9) - z)~ * is analytic for z e Ç\o(B(9)) and Ge c Ç\<jes(B(®))-
Hence the function

F(z,fi cp) ((B(9) -zp1 U(9)fi U(9)<p), 9 e E, (2.28)

has an analytic extension in z from the upper semiplane to domain Ge, which has poles
in the points of the discrete spectrum of B(9).

3. Decomposition with respect to a projection operator

3.1. We will say that an operator H on a Hilbert space J*f is decomposed with
respect to a projection operator P in Pf if

H H0+V,
where

H0 PHP + PHP,

V PHP + PHP

and

P I- P.

Note that

{H0, P] [_H0, P] 0, (3.1)

PV VP, PV VP (3.2)

We consider now the eigenvalue problem for H:

(H-zI)f=0
The components of this equation along PjP and PPf are

(H0 - zI)Pf+ PVPf= 0

(H0 - zI)Pf+ PVPfi= 0

The second equation shows that P VPfibelongs to the domain ofthe inverse to H0 — zi
if z $ ap(H0P). Hence this equation can be rewritten as follows

Pf=-(H0-ziyiPVPf (3.3)

Inserting this expression for Pf into the first equation one gets

(H0 -zi- VP(H0 - ziy1PV)Pf= 0

For the corresponding eigenfunction one gets from (3.3) the following equation

f=(I-(H0-ziy1PV)Pfi
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We introduce the operators

h(z) (H0 -zi- V(H0 -zi)'1 V)P

and

n(z) (I-(H0-ziy1V)P
on the Hilbert space PPf for z e op(H0), and rewrite in their terms the relations
obtained above:

If X is an eigenvalue of H and fine corresponding eigenvector, and X $ op(H0),
then Pf satisfies the equations

h(X±iO)Pfi=0
and / is reconstructed from Pf by

f=n(X±iO)Pf

3.2. Now we prove the converse statement:
If some element tp e P.Jf satisfies

h(z)tp 0

for some z such that n(z)cp is defined and

n(z)tp e D(H) (3.4)

then z is an eigenvalue of H and

ip n(z)cp (3.5)

is a corresponding eigenfunction.
Indeed, using the simple operator identity

(A + B)(I -A~1B) A-BA~1B

we get

(H - z)(I -(H0-zy1V) H0-z- V(H„ -zY'V (3.6)

where

[H0-z- V(H0 -zylV,P] lH0-z- V(H0 - z)" » V, P] 0

Then (3.6) multiplied with P from right yields the identity

(H - z)n(z) h(z) (3.7)

which proves the desired statement.
So we get the recipe how to find eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H.
(1) one finds the singular points of the operator h(z) (in the space PPf)

corresponding to the eigenvalue 0,
(2) then these singular points are eigenvalues of H and (3.5), corresponding

eigenfunctions, if (3.4) holds. _Note that (3.4) implies that function V<p in H0P—representation is zero at point z
and sufficiently smooth near this point. More detail, let U0 be an unitary operator from
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3f to the space of spectral representation of H0, thus (3.4) implies that

(U0Vcp)(z) 0, (3.8)

\u0Vcp(X)\2
3<5: dX<co.

\X - z\ < 6 \A Z\

Remarks. (1) If the projection operator P is finite-dimensional then h(z) is an
operator in a finite-dimensional space. In this case we can find singular points of h(z)
corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 as zeros of det h(z) ;

(1) Because of (3.8) it is not important how we understand h(v) and n(v), at a zero
of det h(v) ; here

h(v + iO) h(v - iO), n(v + iO) n(v - iO).

3.3. Now we consider the operator h(z). Denote

H° H0P, R"(z) (H„ - zI)-lP,X Re z

We have

h(z) (H0 -XI- V(H° - X)R°(S)R0(z)V)P

- i Im z(/ + VR°(z)R°(z) V)P

Note that

VR0(P)R0(z)V> 0,

i.e. h(z) is dissipative if Im z < 0 and accretive if Im z > 0. Hence the equation

h(z)f=0
has no nontrivial solution if Im z # 0 (we can also see this directly from (3.7)) or, what
is the same, the function det h(z) has no zeros for Im z p 0.

Note, that n(z) is analytic in C\a(H0) and

h(z)jPcD(H) if z$a(H")
Further we want to study the boundary values of the operators n(z) and h(z) on

a(H°). For this we need one more condition on H (which is always satisfied in physical
theories).

Condition. The essential spectrum of H° contains only absolute continuous part.
We have

n(X ± iO) (I- R°(X) V)P + ni Ô(H° - X)VP, (3.9)

where

R°(X) 2ÌR°(X + iO) + R°(X - iO))
'

(3.10)

(3.9) shows that the condition n(X ± i0)fie D(H)(fe PPf implies that

b(H°-X)Vf=0 (3.11)

Note further that (3.11) is the same as

VS(H° -X)Vf=0 (3.12)
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Furthermore we have

h(X ± iO) h, (X) + ih2(X), (3.13)

where

h, (X) (H0-X- VR°(X) V)P, (3.14)

h2(X) nVÔ(H°-X)VP>0 (3.15)

Because of (3.15) the equation

h(X±iO)f=0 (fiePjf) (3.16)

implies

h2(X)f=0 (3.17)

and therefore also

hx(X)f=0 (3.18)

So we have

Proposition. X, X$ op(H0), is an eigenvalue ofthe operator H with an eigenfunction
i// if and only if

n(X + iO)Pil/ e D(H) (3.19)

and

h(X + iO)Pil/ 0 (3.20)

(One can replace n(X + iO) and h(X + /0) by n(X - /0) and h(X - /0) in (3.19), (3.20)).

Corollary. If vectors from the subspace PPf satisfy in H°—representation some
sufficient estimates of smoothness like

*\(p(v) - <p(X)\2 ^_w, ,„„,. „.,—¦ — dv <CVXeGc(H"), (3.21)
|v - XY

then X e ap(H)\ap(H0) n ap(H) ifand only ifequation (3.16) has a nontrivial solution, i.e.
X is a zero ofdet h(z). Fhe multiplicity ofiX is equal to the order ofthe corresponding zero
det h(z).

3.4. Structure of the resolvent of H. Now we deduce the important formula for
the resolvent R(z) (H — zl)~l which plays an important role in this work. First of all
we express R(z) through its part PR(z)P in P#f. Using equation

R R0- R0VR

we get

PRP - PR„ VPRP (3.22)

and after conjugation

PRP= -PRPVPR„P (3.23)
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(we use here the known property of resolvent: R*(z) R(z)). Then

PRP PR0P- PR0 VPRP PR0P + PR0 VPRPVPR0P (3.24)

Adding (3.22M3.24) and PRP we find

R(z) ¦ R0(z)P + (I - R0(z)PV)PR(z)P(I - VPR0(z)) (3.25)

In order to find PR(z)P we apply the operator P from the right and left to the identity

R(z) (/ - R0(z)V)(H0 - z - VR0(z)V)~» (3.26)

and use (3.1), (3.2);

PR(z)P h~1(z) (3.27)

(the inverse here is understood on PPf Thus we have

R(z) R°(z) + (I- R°(z) V)h-\z)(I - VR°(z)) (3.28)

4. Perturbation theory for eigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum.
I. General remarks

4.1. We consider a family of self adjoint operators H(g) in a Hilbert space Jf,
where the parameter g varies in a real neighborhood, A, of 0. We suppose that H(0)
has a continuous spectrum and a number of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity immersed
into the continuous spectrum. The problem we study is how these eigenvalues behave
when g changes.

Let P be the projection operator in 2ff on the eigenspace ofH(0) corresponding to
some finite system, ap, of the eigenvalues of H(0) embedded into the continuous
spectrum ofH(0). We decompose the operator H(g) for any fixed g e A with respect to
the projection P as it was done in the previous section. All results of Section 3 can be
applied to the pair (H(g), P) with any fixed g e A. We restrict the choice ofthe family by
the following

Condition.^There are real neighborhoods A of 0 and Vof ap such that the operator
H"(g) H0(g)P PH(g)P has no eigenvalues in the neighborhood V for all g e A.

4.2. We repeat here the main definitions of the previous Section applying them to
the pair (H(g), P) as defined above. We have

H„(g) PH(g)P + PH(g)P, V(g) PH(g)P + PH(g)P,

H°(g) H0(g)P PH(g)P, R°(z, g) (H0(g) - zl)-xP

h(z,g) (H0(g) -zi- V(g)R°(z,g)V(g))P

n(z,g) (I-R\z,g)V(g))P
4.3. As was shown in the previous section all eigenvalues of H(g) for any fixed

g e A in the neighborhood V are singular points of the operator h(z, g) (for properly
chosen ap) in the finite dimensional space, i.e. zeros of the function

A(z,g) det h(z,g) (AA)
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The function A(z, g) has zeros at ap when g 0 : h(z, 0) (H(0) — zI)P. In order to
follow the behavior of these zeros when g changes it is necessary to know the analytic
properties of A(z, g) in a complex neighborhood of the set ap x {0}.

The operator-valued function h(z, g), and therefore the function A(z, g), has the
same analytic properties in z as the resolvent R°(z, g) : it is analytic in p(H°(g)) and
has a cut along ac(H°(g)) for any fixed g.

4.4. If the family H(g) is analytic of type A in the sense of [21] in the domain A, A
e IR, then there exists a complex neighborhood, Q, of A, such that h(z, g) is an analytic
operator-function inox g for any compact D c (TA

This assertion is a consequence of the analyticity of the resolvent R°(z, g), as an
operator function of two variables, unless zea(H"(g)), and the theorem about
continuation of analytic function of mixed variables [22], applied to the function
h(z, g) (see Appendix, paragraph (a) of the proof).

Analogously, if h(z, g) has an analytic continuation from C+ x A (resp. C"xA)
into QxA, where Q is a complex domain, containing V, then it can be further
continued into fì' x Q, where Q.' is any compact subset ofQ (or Q itself if it is compact)
and Q as above.

4.5. Now we assume that h(z, g) has an analytic continuation into Q. x Q and
deduce some consequences of this conjecture.

.We define the multiplicity of a singular point, z0, of a family A(z) of finite
dimensional operators as dim Ker A(z0).

Proposition [11]. Ifh(z, g) has an analytic continuation, hll(z, g)from(£+ x A into
the neighborhood fi x Q through ac(H°(g)), then there are in a neighborhood ofg 0

exactly dim P (counting multiplicities) singular points zu(g)(j I,..., dim Ker (H(0)
— XtI)P, Xi e a(H(0)P)) ofthe operator hu(z, g), corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. Fhey
may be labelled in such way that each zis(g) has a Puiseux series expansion in g.

If
Zijip) k + «iiCoV1'" + oii2io2ig2t" + ---(j=\,....p)

is a given cycle, where co exp (2ni/p), then either p 1 and all the a^s are real, or the
series has the form

zi}(g) Xi + *i,pg + --- + oi^g2" + au2np+lco^+X)l" + ¦¦¦ (A.2)

where xUp,..., ^A2np_l) are real, and Im oci2np < 0.

The same statement is true for a continuation from the lower semiplane, C ~.
The proof of this proposition is based on the remark, that singular points of

hll(z, g), corresponding to the eigenvalues 0, are zeros ofthe analytic infix g function

A + (z,g) det h\z,g)
with the property

A + (z,0) det(H(0)-zI)P
and the Weierstrass preparation theorem. The latter says [22, p 188]: Let f(z, w) be

analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, with

f(z, 0) azm (m integer, positive)
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Then there exist a neighborhood U of the origin and a function F(z, w) which is
analytic and nonvanishing in U such that throughout U, f'can be expressed in the form

f(z, w) (zm + Pm_x(w)zP-x +¦¦¦+ p0(w))F(z, w)

where the p's are analytic in a neighborhood of w 0 and

Pj(0) 0, 7 0, 1,..., m -1.
The functions F,p0,.. .pm_1; are uniquely determined. Thus this theorem shows

that the zeros of analytic functions are locally roots of polynomials. The special form
(4.2) of the series is the consequence of the fact that Im ztfg) < 0 (since (hll(z)) ~1 is

analytic in C +

4.6. Corollary. Ifz^g) is real for all small g, i.e. zu(g) is an eigenvalue of H(g)
embedded into the continuous spectrum, then ztj(g) is analytic in g in a neighborhood of
zero.

4.7. Thus the real poles of hll(z, g) ~ ' are the eigenvalues of H(g) belonging to av
when# 0. Now we show that multiplicities ofthe eigenvalues ofH(0), embedded into
the continuous spectrum, decrease, generally, under the perturbation H(g) — H(0).

Proposition. Let the condition of Proposition 4.5 be satisfied, v eap and
Xj(g) e ap(H(g)), Xj(0) v,j 1, T. Let, in addition

T*o(H(0)P-v)T*0, where T PH'(0)P. (4.3)

Fhen

j
£ dim Ker (H(g) - Xj(g)I) < dim Ker (/7(0) - vi).
j=i

Proof. By Proposition 3.3 for every j there exist mt dim Ker (H(g) — Xj(g)I)
linear independent vectors f„n(g), g P 0, satisfying

h(Xj(g),g)fimi)(â) 0.

and therefore

v*(g) uhm - WWrwiPig) o,

where we denoted

Tig) g-'PV(g)P g-lP(V(g) - V(0))P.

By Corollary 4.6 X}(g) is an analytic function at g 0. Then/j,j)(gr), m 1... m}, are
analytic vector-functions at g 0 as eigenvectors of the analytic family of the
selfadjoint (for real g) operators

h(Xj(g),g)-Xj(g)P
(with eigenvalue Xj(g)). Hence

r*(0) S(H°(0) - v/)r(0)/</>(0) o

This equation, the remark that /^»(0)(ot 1... ms,j 1... /) are linearly
independent, and Condition (4.3), imply that the number, Ej= x mj Ej=1 dim Ker (H(g)
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— Xj(g)I), ofthe vectors/,*/'(0) must be less than the dimension ofthe space Ker (H(o)
— vi) where they lie.

Corollary. If the conditions ofProposition 4.4 and 4.7 are satisfied then hll(z, g) ~1 in
a neighborhood ofg 0,gp0, has at least Eve(r 1 nonreal poles.

Indeed, let ve ap and mv be multiplicity of v. Then by Proposition 4.5 the total
multiplicity ofthe poles ofhn(z, g) ~l split from v is equal to mv. By proposition 4.7, the
total multiplicity of those which are real is less than wv.

4.8. The values ofthe parameter g at which some different resonance eigenvalues
of H(g) coincide and equal v will be called (v — exceptional points.

Corollary. Let the conditions of Proposition 4.7 be satisfied. Ifg 0 is not a v-
exceptional point ofiH(g) then the eigenvalue v ofH(0) disappears under perturbation,
that is, there exists a neighborhood, U, ofg 0 such that H(g) has no eigenvalue near v

fiorgeU\{0}.

It follows from the definition that the set of exceptional points is not an invariant
characteristic of the family H(g). It depends on the chosen analytic continuation of
(H(g) — zi)'1 through the spectrum. This definition implies immediately the following

Proposition. A compact subset ofthe domain ofanalyticity ofH(g) may contain at
most a finite number of the exceptional points.

Remark. It is not difficult to formulate a condition for an eigenvalue v £ öp(H(o))
to disappear completely under small changes of g even ifg 0 is an exceptional point.

Remark. All considerations of this section can be carried out into the case when
H(g) is continuous in the generalized sense of [21 ]. The first part ofProposition 4.5 (the
existence and the total multiplicity of the singular points of hn(z, g)~l; here hn(z, g) is
an analytic continuation of h(., g) in z into fi for any g e A) remains valid also in this
case. Proposition 4.7 will be valid in this case if the additional condition of the
simplicity of the eigenvalues in question is imposed.

5. Perturbation of eigenvalues embedded into the continuous spectrum.
II. Continuation of the resolvent into the second Riemann sheet.

5.1. General remarks

As was shown in Section 2, the resolvent R(z, g) (H(g) — zl)~l may have an
analytic continuation through the continuous spectrum (into the second Riemann
sheet) only in sense of a sesquilinear form, (R(z, g)fi cp), and the continuation depends
on the chosen domain (in Pf x jf of this form. On the contrary, h(z, g) has, if so, a
unique analytic continuation in the operator sense, since h(z, g) is an operator on a finite
dimensional Hilbert space.

Let Dx(g) x D2(g) be a domain on which the form (R°(z, g)fi cp) has an analytic
continuation across the continuous spectrum. Then if V(g)PjP cz Dx(g) the form
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(n(z, g)fi, cp) on the domain iff x D2(g) has also an analytic continuation across the
continuum and the operator n*(z, g) has an analytic continuation in the operator sense.
The last continuation is an unbounded operator with domain D2(g). Using equation
(3.28) we can construct an analytic continuation ofR(z, g) for any fixed g e Aacrossthe
continuum as a sesquilinear form on the same domain as R°(z, g):

Rn(z, g) R°\z, g) - n\z, g)hu(z, gyl(n*(z, g)f (5.1)

or more detail

Ru ^„11 + (/_ jR°nF)Aii-i(/_ VRou^ (5 r)
This equation shows that the poles of Rn(z, g), in addition to those of Roll(z, g),

are the poles of hl\z,g)~l, i.e. the singular points of hn(z,g) corresponding to the
eigenvalue 0, which are also zeros of the analytic function

A(z,g) det hu(z,g)

Thus the problem of finding the poles of an analytic continuation ofthe resolvent
of the operator H(g) which are not generated by poles of an analytic continuation of
the resolvent of H0(g) is reduced to studying of the singular points of the operator
valued function hn(z, g) corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 in the finite dimension
Hilbert space Pjf, or, what is the same, zeros of the function A(z, g). Recall, that the
following equation

hll(z, 0) h(z, 0) (H(0) - zF)P (5.2)

is used as an initial condition.
The following statement, which is a special case ofthe lemma proved in Appendix,

reduces the problem of an analytic expansion of h(z, g) as a function of two complex
variables to the problem of an analytic expansion of h(z, g) as a function of z for any
fixed g e A (recall that AcR):

Lemma. Iffor any g e A, h(., g) has an analytic continuation, hn(., g), from C +

through oc(H°(g)) into an open domain fi, fi n C ~ ^ <p, (i.e. into the second Riemann
sheet), then hll(z, g) is an analytic operator-function of two complex variables in fie x Qf,
where Qe is a complex neighborhood of A, fi£ {z e fi, dist (z, dQ) > e}.

5.2. Order of the poles on the second sheet. Now we give another proof
Proposition 4.5 which allows as to get some additional information about poles of
hl\zyl (and therefore of Rn(z)). We consider

W(z,g) h\z,g)-zI-H0(g)P
as a perturbation ofthe operator H0(g)P (in the space P3f and study an eigenvalue
problem for the operator

A(z, g) H0(g)P + W(z, g) hu(z, g) - zi
in the finite-dimension Hilbert space PJf. By definition A(z, g) is an analytic operator
valued function of two variables in the domain fi x Q.

Let a(H(0)P) {A;}i. In conformity with analytic perturbation theory [21] each
eigenvalue X{ of H(0)P splits into r; eigenvalues Xtjiz, g)(j — 1... r,) of A(z, g),

Xtj(z, 0) Xh (5.3)
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and Xij(z, g)'s as functions of each variable and therefore as functions ofboth variables
are analytic in the principal values of fractional powers, say z1/p and g1/q, of z and g.
The total multiplicity for these eigenvalues is equal to the multiplicity of Xt. A(z, g) has

no other eigenvalues aside from these.
Consider the dim P equations

hj(z,9) z j=l,...,rl i=l,...,s.
By the theorem about implicit functions [22, p 39] (or one can apply also the
Weierstrass preparation theorem, see 4.5), each equation has a unique solution

z« - ziji&)>

which is analytic in a neighborhood of 0 in a fractional power, say g1/k, ofg, where k/p
is an integer. In what follows, we suppress reference to g

A(z)fiijk(z) XtJ(z)fm(z)

implies that

A(Zij)fiijk(Zij) ziSfm(zi})

i.e.,

PiztsVuteti) o

Moreover, the eigenvectors/ijk(z) corresponding to the eigenvalues Ay(z) form a basis
in PPf. Hence all eigenvalues Xtj{z) are semisimple (the associated eigennilpotents are
zeros, i.e. the poles of (A(z) — w)_1 at Xi}(z) are of the first order). Consider the
resolvent of A(z) near the point Xi}{z). Its principal part near A;/z) is

(A(z)-wiyi~ ff°Xu(z) - w

where Pij(z) is the eigenprojection corresponding to Xt](z). Hence

*n(2)-t.._W_
Xij(z) - z

Since h n(z) ~x may have poles of only integer order, the powers less than 1 do not occur
in the series for Xtj(z). Since dXij/dz(z) —* 0(g —> 0) we find g, sufficiently small, such that

£« 1

<2
Then

An(z)-1 ^YiA(\-?h(zy)i
l

+ term regular near zi}

Thus we get

Lemma. Fhe operator /!n(z)_1 has the following form ^"(z)-1 E ßy/zy — z
+ term regular in any bounded subset of fi, where

e.7=(i-§(^-)) 'w
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5.3. The generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to complex poles of Rll(z). It is
clear that equation (3.7) is valid still on the second sheet:

(H - z)nn(z) hn(z) (5.4)

Since nn(z) is a form extension, (5.4) means, in fact, that

(nu(z)fi (H - z» (hn(z)fi cp), fie PPf, cp e R(i)D2.

If there exist z0 and fi such that

h\z0)f0 0, (5.5)

then the functional nn(z0)f0 (over D2) is a generalized eigenvector ofH with eigenvalue
Z0-

(nl\z0)fi, Hep) z0(nli(z0)fi0, cpyftp e Pf (5.6)

Thus we can construct the Gelfand-like triple10)

D2czjfczD2
and the nonself-adjoint extension, H' of the operator H :

(H'fi)(cp)=f(H<p), (peD2,feD'2
But unfortunately, as it will be shown later, z0 is not an isolated eigenvalue of H'.

5.4. Summary of some general results. Proposition 4.5, Corollary 4.8 and Lemma
5.1 imply

Theorem. Let fior any g e A, h(., g) have an analytic continuation, hll(., g),firom C +

into fi through oc(H„(g)). Fhen for g in a neighborhood of zero there are in a
neighborhood W cz fi of ap exactly dim P (counting multiplicities) poles of R(z, g)11

which are not generated by poles ofR"(z, g)u. Fhey are semisimple (have thefirst order).
Fhe real ones are analytic in g andfor the complex ones the expansions of type (4.2) are
valid. Fhe generalized eigenfunctions of H(g) correspond to the complex poles. Fhese

generalized eigenfunctions of H(g) become usual eigenfunctions of H(0) as g —* 0.

If, in addition, Condition (4.3) is satisfied then at least EVE<r 1 of the poles
described above are not real, i.e. are situated in the second Riemann (unphysical) sheet.

5.5. The first realization of an analytic continuation. We want to construct a
continuation of ((H-zylfiq>) on the domain sé(H", fi) e Pf, in which ((H°
— z)~1PfiPcp) has an analytic continuation into the domain fi on the second Riemann
sheet. This requires an addition condition on the remaining part, H — H0, of H:

Condition:

PHPPf e sé(PHP, fi)
If this condition is satisfied then the operator VR°(z)VP in PPf has an analytic

continuation across oc(H°)(Ci n R) from C + into fi which can be written symbolically

3 This triple differs from the Gelfand one by the properties of the inclusion D2 <
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as

(VR°(z)VP)u VR°(z)VP + 2niVÔ(H°, z)VP

VR°(zfVP.

Hence the operator h(z) has also an analytic continuation through spectrum of H"
from C+ into the domain fi of the second Riemann sheet :

hn(z) h(z) - 2niVÖ(H°, z)VP (5.7)

Note that hn (z) may have in C " u R, and only there, singular points corresponding to
eigenvalue 0.

The operator n(z) has an analytic continuation from C + into the second Riemann
sheet in sense of sesquilinear form on the domain PPf x s4(H°, fi). This continuation
can be written as

na(z) n(z) - 2ni Ô(H°, z) VP (5.8)

The continuation of the adjoint operator n*(z) is an unbounded operator with the
domain sd(H", fi).

5.6. The second realization ofan analytic continuation. Now we adopt the second
method ofthe construction of an analytic continuation of R(z), developed in Section 2.
This method gives us the essential additional information about R (z), assigning to
(Ru(z)fi cp) a quadratic form of the resolvent of some nonself-adjoint operator, but
requires a different condition on H.

Condition. The representation space (for definitions see Section 2) for the absolute
continuous part of H0 (or H" H0P) has the following form

X e L2(\ßi, + oo), Xi)
i

where Et e RV/ and X} are some Hilbert spaces. The sum may be infinite.

We will repeat the main definitions of the corresponding part of Section 2

adapting them to the operator H0. First we define two families ofunitary operators on
Jf and JP, respectively:

(Û(9)f)i(X) e-e'2(f)i(Ei + (X- Ei) e-e), 9 e R,/e X,
and

U(9) Q+U*Û(9)U„Q, 0eR,
where ô is a projector in Jtf on the absolute continuous subspace of//„(or H0P), Q I
— Q, U0 is an unitary operator from QPf into X related with spectral representation
of H0 ac. Note that P <= Q. Furthermore define the family ofthe unitary equivalent
selfadjoint operators

H(9) H0(9) + V(0) U(9)HU(9)-\ 9 e R

H„(9) has an analytic continuation in 9 from R into the whole complex plane C. To
continue analytically V(9) we need an additional assumption instead of Condition 5.5.
Let O be a complex strip (in C) such that RcO and

•D(O) {/e X; U(9)f has an analytic continuation into O}
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Condition.

VPsff cz D(0)
Then V(8) U(9)VU(9)~1 has an analytic continuation from Rinto O. Hence H(9)
also has an analytic extension from R into O.

The properties of the operators H0(9) and H(9), 9eO, are described in
Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 of the Section 2. The main result is:

Theorem, (i) Fhe form (R(z)f, <p) on D(0) x D(0) has an analytic continuation

(R(z)fi cpf (R"(z)fi cp)

in z from the upper (lower) semiplane <C+ to the domain Gg {zeC, Im z-Im 9 < 0,
z # Et + R+ eflVz}, Im 9 > 0(lm 9 < 0).
iii) iRl\z)fi <p) has poles in Ge for the values of ad(H(9)), ad(H(9) n R ap(H)\
(trp(H)n {£,•}").
(iii) Phis continuation is given by the formula

(Rll(z)fi cp) ((H(9) -z)~lU(9)fi U(W)(p), 9eO,zeGe,ficpe D(0)

Now we construct the analytic continuation ofthe operators h(z), n(z) into the second
Riemann sheet, using the method of rotation of spectrum. We have for fi, (pe PjP,

(h(z)fi <p) ((H0 - z)fi (p) - (R°(z)Vfi Vtp)

((//„ - z)fi cp) - (R°(z, 9)U(9)Vfi U(9)Vcp), 9 e R. (5.9)

Let us continue the second term in the right side of (5.9) firstly in 9 to O and then in z to
Ge. So we obtain continuation of h(z) onto the second Riemann sheet. We can write it
in the form

hn(z) (H„-z- VU(9yl(H°(9) - z)~1U(9)V)P 9eO,zeGe (5.10)

U(9), 9 e O, in this expression is an analytic continuation of U(9), 9 e R. Note, that

(H°(9) - z) -1 # U(9)(H° - z) -1 U(9) ~1 (on PPf

By Lemma 5.1, hl\z, g) in this case is for 9 e O, z e Ge an analytic operator function in
the domain Ge x Q. In the same way we obtain

(nll(z)fi (p) (/, (p) - (R»(z, 9)U(8) Vfi U(9)cp),

9eO,zeGe, V/e Pjf, q> e D(0)
(5.11) shows that nxl(z)fiifie Plff is a functional on the basic space D(0).

5.4. On the poles of the continuation of the resolvent into the second Riemann
sheet.

Theorem. Let (a) E{ be independent ofg at g 0, iff) U„(g) be continuous at g 0 in
the uniform operator topology, (c) H(g) be continuous at g 0 in the generalized sense
(see [21],p. 202). Fhen (i) the points, at which Rl\z,g,fi (p),fi(peD(0), zeGe,9eO,
haspoles, are continuous at g 0. For g—>0 these points converge to eigenvalues ofH(0)
embedded into the continuous spectrum;
(ii) Fhe total multiplicity of the poles split from one eigenvalue of H(0) is equal to the

multiplicity of this eigenvalue;
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(iii) Every eigenvalue ofH(0), embedded into the continuum, which does not belong to the
set {Ei} generates in such a way the poles of(Ru(z,g)fi, cp);
(iv) Real poles of(Rn(z,g)f, cp) are eigenvalues of H(g).

Proof, (a) According to Theorem 5.6 {poles of (R(z, g)fi <p)n, (p,fe D(0) which
do not belong to {£,-}} ad(H(g, 9)) cG„uE and

ap(H(g))\(ap(H(g)) n {£,-}) ad(H(g, 8)) n R

(b) Conditions (a)-(c) of the Theorem imply that H(g, 9) for any 0 e O is
continuous (in the generalized sense of [21] at g 0). To obtain the statements of the
theorem one may apply the theory of perturbation of isolated eigenvalues (but of
nonseladjoint operators) to ad(H(g, 9)).

Remark. If one supposes an analyticity of U0(g) and H(g) at g 0 instead of
continuity, a stronger result about the dependence of the poles on g is valid :

The isolated eigenvalues of H(g, 9) and therefore the values of poles of
(Ru(z, g)fi q>), z e Ge, 9 e 0,fi, tp e D(0), are branches of one or several analytic
functions at g 0, which have only algebraic singularities and which are everywhere
continuous at g 0.

5.7. Resonance eigenvectors of H(g). We saw above that if
hll(z0)fi 0,

then nll(z0)fi0 is a generalized eigenfunction of H corresponding to the value z0. For
nll(z0) we have the two different expressions (5.8) and (5.11), which correspond to the
different ways of the analytic continuation of n(z). These expressions lead to the two
different test spaces for nu(z)f,fe PPf. _In the first case we have for all/e PPf and cpepf such that U0Pq>, is analytic in a
real domain and has an analytic continuation into a neighborhood of z,

\(nl\z)fi <p)\ < \(n(z)fi <p)\ + 2n Z((U0VfMzKU0P<pMz))xl

< c(\\cp\Y + X \\(U0P<pUz)\\x\ z e fi

Let us denote by Jfz, z e <D, the^space which is obtained by completing ofthe following
subset of JP, {tp | cp e Pf, (U0Pcp)i(X) is analytic in a real domain and has an analytic
continuation to a neighborhood of z and 2Zi\\(U0P(p)i(z)\\Xi < oo}, by the norm

\\<i>L \\<p\\* + Y.WiUoP<p)iiz)\\Xi
i

Then for any fixed point z e C and any function/e PPf, nn(z)f is the linear functional
over the Banach space Jf£.

In the second case we get V/e P,Tff, cp e D(0), z e Gg

\(nll(z)fi q>)\ < \(fi ?)| + \(R°(z, 9)U(9)Vfi U(6)P<p)\

<C(\\P(p\U + \\U(9)Pcp\\yf)
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and the test space zPe for any fixed 0 e 0 is the completion of D(0) in the norm

\W\\e= \\P<P\\*+ II U(9)Pq>\\*

The both spaces are dense in Pf. The space cPg is dense because in correspondence with
Cartier-Dixmier, Nelson theorem the space of analytic functions with respect to a
unitary representation of a semisimple Lie group is dense in Jf. Obviously Pfg cz yfz
for 0 > arg z and therefore JPZ is dense too.

This gives us a new way to provide a mathematical status for resonances. Indeed,
we can define Gelfand-like triples11)

yf z cz .yt cz ye s

or
Cf( g CZ JC CZ JL g

and extend the operator H from 3ff to Jfr'(Jfe') :

(H'<b)(f) Q>(Hfi), (D e Pf'YX'gXfie jTz n D(H)(jfe n D(H))
The operator //' is already nonselfadjoint and z0,nn(z0)fi0 are a standard eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenfunction of //'. Unfortunately, z„ is not an isolated eigenvalue.
There exists a neighborhood of z„, every point of which is an eigenvalue of//'. Indeed,
define 5(.Ae Jfr' by the equality

hxi<P) {KjiU0(p)U)}
The functional òUj can be continuated analytically into a neighborhood of z0 :

ài,*i<p) {òUj(U0q>);(z)},

where the analytic continuation ofthe function (U0(p)i is denoted by the same symbol.
Then

(H'0 ôU;)(<p) ôUz(H0<p) (U0H<p)i(z) z(U0cp)i(z)

i.e. ôUz is a generalized eigenfunction of H'„. The same is true for Jf8. Hence, a
neighborhood of z„ belongs to aes(H0). Now, V H' - H'0 is a finite dimensional
operator on yT'z(Pf'g). Hence, [21, p. 244, Th. 5.35]

tfesW) cAH'o + V)
and therefore this neighborhood also belongs to aes(H').

6. The analytic extension of the complex poles

We show now the validity ofthe Howland's conjecture that for some nonreal g the
values Zij(g) can be standard eigenvalues of the operator H(g) ([8], see also Simon's
elegant explanation, [12], of this phenomena in the example of «-particle dilatation
analytic Hamiltonians). As it was noted by Howland, [8], this provides an invariant
content for the resonance eigenvalues which now appear as analytic continuations of
the usual eigenvalues (which have, of course, invariant sense).

1) See footnote to the discussion, following equation (5.6)
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As we have shown above ztJ(g) are analytic functions in a neighborhood of g 0
with the possible exception of the point 0. Using the equation

*y(z» 9) (Mz, g)fijk(z, g),fiJk(z, g)),

where fijk(z, g) is normalized in such a way that

fis =fijk(Xi,0),s s(j,k),
exists, we find

Im Xu(z, g) Im (A(z, g)fiiJk(z, g),fijk(z, g))

Im (W(z, g)fiijk(z, g),fijk(z, g))

Using that zu(g) e C", ztj(g) -» A, - »($ -» 0), F(#) -+ F(0) rf/dy Kfo) |,_0> we
have in the lowest order

Im z,7(,9) Im XtjiZijig), g) ~~

-Im {g2(R\Xi - iO, 0, 0)f/((0, 0)V'(0)fis, U(9~, 0)P(0)fiis)]

- Im {s2(ÄU - it), 0) F' (0)4, r(0)/„)] (6.1)

Here we used in the last equality that A,- e R. (6.1) gives us finally,

Imzyfo) ~ -Re^2(«5(//°(0) - A,)F'(0)/is, F"(0)/fc)

-Im <?2 Re (/c.%1, - /0, O)F'(O)/;,, F'(0)/js)

It is easy to see from this expression that for some sufficiently smaller2 e C, for example,
negative ones, Imz^g) > 0 and thus ztj(g) is a singular point of h(z, g), corresponding
to a zero eigenvalue, and is an eigenvalue of H(g) if

n(zlj(g),g)PyfeD(H0(g))
The latter is certainly true if the intersection of a neighborhood of A,- (which contains
Xi) with C + belongs to p(H0(g)). (The last statement can be considered as an additional
condition on H0(g)A

We stress that one can surely say that ztj(g) is an eigenvalue ofH(g) only for g such
that Im z,j(g) > 0.
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Appendix

Theorem. Let D and fi be convex domains in C such that D cz fi, let A be a compact
interval ofthe real axis and let afunctionfof two complex variables satisfy thefollowing
conditions

(i) f is analytic in D x A;
(ii) V£ e A,f(., F) is analytic in fi.
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Fhenfor any e > 0 there exists a complex neighborhood Pe ofA such that fis analytic in
fi(£) x Pt, where fi(£) {z e fi: dist (z, dQ) >e}.

Proof. Let C and a > b > 0 be such that K( b cz D and Kr a cz fi, where we use the
notation

^a {ze<C,\z-C\<a}
for an open disc ofthe radius a with the center at£. In order to spare us two parameters
we assume Ç 0 and è 1. Then a > 1. Set .£„ .£„,„.

(a) There exists a complex neighborhood, P^of A such that/can be continuated
analytically into Kt x P. Indeed, V(z, x) e Kx x A,/has analytic continuation into an
open, complex neighborhood, ßZi x x Pz x of (z, x) here ßz, x and Pz> x_are
neighborhoods of z and x, respectively). {ßz,x x PliX} is a covering of Kt x A. Since Kx
x A is compact, there exists a finite subsystem {ßz;xj x PZiiXj} which covers Kt xA,.
For ap2_ Ç e ^, define 7tç {i: Ce ßz.jX.} and Kç n,e^ßZj,Xj. {Kç, Ce Z,} covers #,.
Since Kx is compact, there is a finite subsystem {Kç.} which covers Kx. Now define
P nCt(C/,e^P2.iXj). Obviously, for any leKu u^P^. is open and contains A.

Therefore, so does P. Besides, as can easily be shown, Kx x Pcz U(QHXi x PZi,Xi).
Since/is analytic in u(ßz.,x. x PZi,xA, it is analytic in Kx x P.

(b) Let

/(z,0 2>„(CK
Because of (a), an(Q are analytic in P and

|fl„(C)| < M in any closed Pi cz P.

Because of (ii),

k(C)l < Ma" for C e A

(c) Lemma. Let a set {a„,ne N} offunction analytic in Kb satisfy
(i) in Kb:\a„\ < M
(if) in Kbr\ R:|a„| < Ma-1, a > 1.

Then VO < s < 1 3 d d(s, a), d(s, a) -> 0(s -> 0):|a„| < M rf-" in ^sb.

Proo/ Let Ä^,+ Kbr\<C+ and /i be chosen to satisfy
(1) h is a harmonic function in A"b+ bounded in Kb
(2) h\,Kb+xi_Khi=0,h\{_b^ \
Let w r/(.s) inf{e5^s+ KO, s > 0. Then 0 < n < 1, rçC5) > c(s), where c c(s) does

not depend on b.

log |fl„| is a subharmonic function on Kb bounded in Kb

log kl I ,V [-*•>>] ^logM,
log \a„\ |

[_<,,*] < log M - n log a

Therefore

log kl I rKb+ ^ (log Af - hn log a)|^6+

Hence, since hn log a is a harmonic function in Kb

log k| < log M — hn log a
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Therefore

log kl I

exsi < log M - h\BK +bn log a < log M - en log a

Hence

log kl \ksI ^ log M — en Ioga log Ma~c"

and

k| < Ma- m in Ktsb

Defining d a c we obtain

\an\<Md-" in Ki
The same result is true for /re¬

construction of h. Set

h 1 -
2 Ò+C

arg,
71 b — C

1 -
2 2rò sin r/>

-
n

arCtg
62 - r2

find

where C r^"'

_
2 2rbsmq> 2 2rb

min h(re"p) 1 max arctg —45 =- =1 arctg -p,
„ 7t«, b1 - r2 n 0 - r

2 2rb
1 arcsin

„ b2 + Y

2 2s 2 2s
rr =1 arcsin

7t \ — s n 1+5
n(s) min h(sbe"p) 1 — — arctg j 1-- arcsin

Hence r/(i) + 0 as s—> 0 and does not depend on b. Q.E.D.
(d) according to (b) and (c)

VxeA, e>0 3r r(e, x), d d(e) : \d — a\ < e,

k(C)|<Mtf"" in KxrczP
(e) {Kxr, xe A} is a covering of A. Since A is compact we can chose a finite subsystem
{A^Xi>r.} which covers A. Let Pe U. KXi n cz P. Then P£ is a complex neighborhood
of A. By (d)

\an(Q\<Md~" in PE

Since aJP) is analytic in P this implies that/is analytic in Kd x P£. In virtue of the
condition on the domains D and fi this implies the statement of theorem Q.E.D.
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